
 

‘CHRISTMAS EVERLASTING’ 
Synopsis 

 
Just before Christmas, corporate lawyer Lucy Toomey (Tatyana Ali) learns of the passing of her 
beloved sister Alice, who had long suffered cognitive difficulties after a car accident in her early 
twenties.  Lucy returns to her hometown to attend the memorial with her uncle Barney (Dennis 
Haysbert) and discovers that her sister had a positive and lasting impact on just about everyone 
in town – especially the Friends Of Alice (“FOA”), Daphne (Amanda Brooks), Celia (Alyshia 
Ochse) and Rinda (Shi Ne Jong Neilson).  Lucy also reunites with her high school love Peter 
Swinson (Dondre T. Whitfield), who she had left abruptly after Alice’s accident years ago. 
 
Peter, who was Alice’s lawyer, explains that Alice’s will dictates that Lucy lives in Alice’s house 
for four weeks.  Though she is wary about taking time away from work right when she is on the 
brink of a promotion, Lucy agrees and settles into the house with Alice’s grumpy cat, Mr. 
Freckles.  At the house, Lucy discovers a hope chest of quilts and is puzzled that all of them are 
labeled “to Maeve.”  Neither Uncle Barney, the FOA nor Peter seem to know who Maeve is, but 
the FOA insist on visiting weekly to finish the quilt they had been making with Alice. 
 
Lucy finds joy attending the town’s holiday festivities and spending time with the FOA – even 
making strides at winning over Rinda, who believes Lucy abandoned Alice.  She is especially 
happy spending time with Peter, who confesses he never stopped loving her.  Most importantly, 
Lucy sees that despite Alice’s impairments from her car accident, she lived a joyful and fulfilling 
life.  This helps relieve some of the guilt that Lucy had long harbored over her sister’s accident. 
 
Lucy, who had initially planned to sell Alice’s house, has a change of heart when she learns that 
the realtor’s plan is to tear it down and build condos.  After learning that the realtor had the 
same plans for McHenry’s – the cherished store where Rinda works – Lucy uses her legal skills 
and sets off on a mission to save the store with Peter’s help. 
 
Lucy and Uncle Barney attend the annual Christmas party that Peter’s mother, Mrs. Swinson 
(Patti LaBelle), hosts.  Mrs. Swinson leads the guests – all wearing ugly Christmas sweaters – in 
baking Christmas cookies for the elderly.  After a heartwarming party, though, Peter finally 
confesses to Lucy that he knows who Maeve is and shares her shocking identity.  Lucy is 
stunned, and unsure if she wants to meet Maeve or return back to the city.  
 
Lucy eventually forgives Peter for keeping Maeve’s identity from her when he helps in her final 
efforts to save McHenry’s.  However, she must still grapple with what to do about Maeve, while 
also deciding if her future lies in her hometown with Peter, or back in the city. 
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